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An application portfolio
assessment tool that helps
organizations migrate to the
cloud quickly and securely

Gain insights about
your application
portfolio in days,
not months

Assessing an application portfolio for an IT change program such as cloud
migration can be a logistical nightmare. Traditional configuration management
databases (CMDBs) lack the contextual information required to make informed
decisions, and application owners and subject matter experts are often too
busy to help —resulting in project delays and overreaching budgets.
GlobalLogic’s Cloudwave® assessment tool augments a business’s CMBD
with a unique, survey-based process to help businesses quickly and
efficiently assess their application portfolios. By delivering insights into which
applications deliver the most business value, Cloudwave® helps organizations
determine which applications to prioritize, migrate, and retire. This enables
businesses to establish a baseline, identify quick wins, and gain actionable
insights into the overall change program at minimal cost.

Improve Your Assessment
Phase Efficiency

Accelerate Your IT Change
Program

Consolidate All Your Data
in One Place

With Cloudwave®, you can reduce the
costs and improve the efficiency of the
assessment phase ahead of a cloud
migration or large-scale IT change program
– all while providing enterprise-grade data
protection and security.

With a simplified application assessment
process and range of analytical tools at
your fingertips, you gain insights about
your portfolio in days, not months. This
enables you to accelerate your IT change
program securely.

By augmenting your CMDD with a
specialized, intelligent categorization
engine, you gain a complete picture of your
application estate – all on a centralized
dashboard.
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GlobalLogic
Cloudwave®
Accelerator

Easy to navigate and built on the best-in-class ServiceNow platform for ITSM,
Cloudwave® delivers actionable insights. It draws on contextual factors, consolidating
multiple data streams and identifying patterns and abnormalities in real-time. Results
and recommendations show which applications deliver business value, enabling you
to accurately determine which to prioritize, migrate, and retire.

How It Works
Key Features
Configurable
Questionnaires

Scalable &
Enterprise-Ready

Consolidated
Application Insights

Multiple Deployment
Options

Use one of our existing
questionnaires for Cloud,
Containers, or Database
Migration — or create your
own.

Scales to 1,000s of
applications and 10,000s
of users, so you can be
confident it’s enterprise
ready.

View assessment progress
and portfolio readiness on
an easy-to-use dashboard.
Identify common themes,
and group and categorize
applications accordingly.

Run Cloudwave® on your
own ServiceNow instance
or on GlobalLogic’s Cloud
platform — whatever works
best for your business.
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Create your questionaire
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View emerging trends and
themes across your dashboard

View emerging
trends & themes
across your
dashboard

Intelligently categorise
your application
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Store the assessment
information within your
ServiceNow
system
Start the
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information within
your ServiceNow
system

Manage changes via
change office

Manage the
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GlobalLogic has extensive experience getting the most out of IT infrastructures by
applying the tools, processes, and people to meet the individual needs of each client.
We provide a multi-level service to assist you on your application assessment journey.
From setting up and running the application, to providing impartial recommendations,
GlobalLogic can support you at every step.
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